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Toyota Motors Added for Sale Online at MotorUniverse.com

Toyota motors have been added for sale online at the MotorUniverse.com website. This new
addition to the company website is designed to help those that own passenger cars,
performance cars, pickup trucks and SUVs in the Toyota lineup to find a quality engine.

Seattle, Washington (PRWEB) January 05, 2013 -- The MotorUniverse.com company has now added Toyota
motors for sale online to help vehicle owners find a replacement engine. This company has upgraded its website
as well as its inventory to help provide a better online resource for secondary market motors. The Toyota series
includes passenger cars, sedans, pickup trucks and SUVS. More information can be found online at
http://motoruniverse.com/toyota-motors-for-sale.

Imports in the foreign auto industry include Toyota as well as Lexus and other brands that are marketed in the
U.S. Vehicles like the Celica and Corolla are two examples that helped to build the Toyota brand name in
America.

The Tacoma pickup truck and other editions have each sold millions to buyers and finding a replacement
engine for a preowned vehicle can be difficult due to import regulations.

The Motor Universe company now imports its Toyota lineup from top distribution companies to provide low
mileage replacements to the public. This inventory goes through a pre-sale inspection process to ensure that all
parts are working correctly and the mileage can be verified. These specific test are now standard for all of the
inventory that is offered online and offline.

Apart from the new additions, pricing incentives have been introduced to help lower that overall cost of
replacing an engine. Chevrolet, Ford, Mercury and Chrysler brands have all received lower than standard
pricing. This measure is part of the recent expansion that has taken place. The announcement for the first phase
of these price reductions can be found online at http://www.prweb.com/releases/chrysler-motors-for-
sale/motors-for-sale/prweb10281056.htm.

The warranty terms for all of the MotorUniverse.com inventory have been changed to reflect the new increases
in inventory. The preowned units that are now in stock are eligible for parts warranties that have been extended
from the OEM warranty. These new terms are now used to provide additional protection after an install is
completed. This new warranty protects vehicle owners and B2B partners equally.

About Motor Universe

The Motor Universe company has built its company inventory offline and has helped to build partnerships with
distributors that can supply higher quality motors. The 2012 launch of the online edition of this company is now
helping to connect those searching for preowned engines with a resource capable of providing excellent
condition inventory. The Motor Universe company has staffed each department with automotive specialists to
control the buying, selling and shipments of all inventory. This company now stocks Ford, Chevrolet, GMC,
Chrysler and Toyota brands for direct sale to the public online.
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Contact Information
Jacob Trenton
Motor Universe
http://www.motoruniverse.com
1-866-320-1065

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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